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Abstract:

Major (R) Khalid Fateh Muhammad is a renowned

novelist. He has versatile art of writing, highly

appreciated in the literary circle. In his novels, he has

established the ideas about social justice, poverty, hunger,

thrust, and socio political issues prevailing in the society.

The characters in his novels are very natural, original and

out spoken. In this research paper, the critical study of his

works is being described in details, expressed in his eight

novels. In this study all aspects will be discussed in the

wider context of his concepts of literature.
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Dress code, conducting officer route,Court marriage,

irritate, secular, parent flock, handler, caretaker, surprise,

plotting, leveling, first hand, epic center, weekends.

Situation, message, consultancy firm, Gender exploitation,

stereo type, High value target, status symbol, planner,

theoretical,



 
 

 














 



















 
  

 


 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






